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NEED A GOOD BOOK TO READ DURING QUARANTINE?  

Boy, do I have a book for you! 

Girl of Puzzles - A Delicate Romance Novella 

 

ANR, author of The Butterfly Project - A Collection of Mental 

Health Themed Poetry, is helping to release quarantine 

boredom with her newest romance novella.  

ANR is dedicating with the platform of mental health and 

helping others through her writing. She also encourages 

classic literature reading among young age groups to help 

sprout deeper knowledge as they grow.  

Girl of Puzzles is a delicate, clean, and wholesome, smalltown 

romance novella. Henry moves to town and runs into a girl, or rather, she runs into him. But not 

just any girl. He runs into Bonnie Mayweather, the ultimate girl of puzzles. 
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"Intense and heartbreaking. I like it. Well put together, I really felt it." Said Dinesh Jatt, a poet, 

about Girl of Puzzles.  

Randy Ratliff, the author of The Null Hypothesis, said, "I love how ambitious you are and how 

you work your stories to really fit the characters. Well done, you work it well." 

ANR has been writing since 2017 and comes from a family of 

writers. The young, teen writer is a dedicated volunteer at the 

Lawrence County Museum and also enjoys photography and 

poetry. Coming from Lawrence County, Ohio, ANR published 

her first book just a week before her fifteenth birthday. 

Coming from a family of writers, her grandfather being the 

author of multiple published books, her mother is a freelance 

writer for their local newspaper, being a writer is just in her 

blood. She has three younger sisters and two older brothers and currently lives on a 

homestead in Ohio, raising their six chickens, one rooster, two dogs, five rabbits, and one cat.  

Buy the book at https://linktr.ee/GirlofPuzzles 
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